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This is a very unusual object, and not one that can easily be paralleled from known archaeological
contexts. It is a marble ring with a model spouted and lugged bowl on top. While at first one might
assume this is a finger ring, the hole is quite large (inner diameter around 23mm) and the inner part
of the circle is not flattened at all. If not worn, the object would not stand on its own; if worn as a
pendant, the bowl would be upside down; so it is perhaps better to assume it was intended to be
worn on the hand.

The spouted and lugged bowl depicted on the ring is a well-known form of marble vessel from the
Cyclades at the time. Although the Early Bronze Age Cyclades are well-known for their marble
figurines, in fact marble vessels were more common, and the marble bowl the commonest form of all
[1, 2]. Marble bowls between about 100mm and 300mm in diameter were fairly standard, though
examples with both lugs and spouts are somewhat rarer. Marble bowls have been associated with
the use of pigment and perhaps tattooing, and examples with surviving traces of colour (usually red,
in the form of cinnabar, though sometimes blue), are quite well known [3]. This brings together an
association between marble vessels, pigment and body modification, and also offers an association
with the act of painting marble figurines [4, 5]. It seems figurines were often painted, sometimes on
multiple occasions. The markings seen on the figurines perhaps depict tattoos, and the occasional
find of bronze pins in association with marble bowls with traces of pigment suggest tattooing,
perhaps of the living or even the dead on the occasion of funerals [6].

Given all that, it is remarkable, then, that this depiction of a spouted and lugged bowl in miniature,
on a ring perhaps meant to be worn, has traces of red pigment on the rim of the bowl. This implies
that the miniature vessel was indeed used, at least once, to mix pigment, although the purpose may
simply have been to leave a red colour on the interior to indicate to the viewer the normal use of the
vessel. Alternatively, it may have been used regularly to produce small amounts of pigment, perhaps
to indicate details such as dots on figurines, in the same way that larger bowls were sometimes used
to produce pigment to render colour on humans.
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